AGENDA
30 July 2010

1 Chair’s report
The Chair will report any items of interest from the Faculty T&L Committee.

Items for discussion

2 Scaling scores from multiple-choice exams
Scores from multiple-choice exams do not map onto the grading scale; getting half the items correct does not necessarily correspond to work that is graded to be ‘just a pass’. A solution is to re-scale the scores from the multiple-choice exam to have the same mean and standard deviation as work that has been graded. This scaling was done for Psychology 1101 last semester to examine its effect (Attachment A).

For discussion and recommendation to the Head of School.

3 Student evaluations of mixed (Level 2/3) units
SURF ratings for the four units run with second- and third-year students are mixed; two have high ratings and two have low ratings.

For discussion.

4 Mid-year Honours entry
The Chair will report additional information on mid-year Honours entry.

For discussion and recommendation to the Head of School.

5 Printed unit material

Should the School continue to print unit and course handbooks or make this material available only on-line?

For discussion and recommendation to the Head of School.

6 Other business